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Importance of German in "German Life" 
In lhe 1970s then University of Indiana professor Louis 

Helb ig argued for expanding the field of German into Ger
man Studies and adding the vast area of CULTURE (which 
contains any imaginable subject in the a1ts and sciences) to 
the traditional teaching of language and literature, yet, and 
here's the innovative pmt of his suggestion, it could only be 
taught in English. In fact, nowadays the sciences are often 
presented in German h igh schools and at German universi
ties in English only; thereby teacl1ers recognize that Englbh 
has become Lhe primary scholarly la.nguage worldwide. The 
German langLtage held i:his positi on dming the 19th and the 
first half of the 20th centw-y, when every grumbling studen t 
of chemistry and physics in the United States had to take a 
course entitled ''Reading German in the Sciences" or even 
had to endure two semesters of basic German to fulfill the 
language requirement at schools of h igher learning. 

All this ended radically in the early 1970s when many 
schools recognized the predominance of English and ad
opted the viewpoint of "why, everybody in the world speaks 
English anyway, so why bother to study a foreign language 
and force our poor students to learn something unnecessary 
and divert their energy away from more important aspects of 
learning". This idea was welcomed by many educators except 
for t hose in the most distinguished schools that held to a core 
curriculum containing the study of foreign languages. CL has 
adopted the distinction of high cultural and educat ional jow·
nalism w ith the mission of including a language department 
without arguing the practical side of its offerings- or has il? 

What might be the practical side of offering a German ar
ticle? CL appreciates among its readership those people who 
can speak and read German, and who cannot find a German 
paper or newspaper easily in the United States anymore, 
when there were literal ly hundreds of them a centwy ago. 
When German was forbidden to be spoken publicly in many 
parts of the US dw'ing the 1920s, German texts were still pub
lished. Even to this day the German mjnority is the largest 
among all minorities in this country- although not even one 
million German speaking citizens exist among the thirty plus 
million Americans who listed their German origin, often sev
eral generations back, in any recent census (In 2000, about 45 
million Americans indicated German roots- by for the largest 
of any minority in the U.S., including the Anglo-Saxon one). 

There is more good reason, though, to offer German in GL. 
When all admirable cultural features of the German world 
are presented in the various English articles of ow journal 
one must not forget that they were and are conceptualized 
in the German language. Of course, psychologists may argue 
tha t concepts for arch itecture a re oflen thought of pictorially 
by the architects, i.e. not in words, but in pictures. Language 
plays a decided role dw-ing the process of conceptualizing 
especially in Germany where many regional forms and dia
lects, and thought and think, in these versions may be in
dependent of the standard Getman language of today. The 
awareness of German and the necessity of it being used must 
not be forgotten when German philosophers are studied and 
researched at many institutions of higher learni ng s imply 
because some ideas expressed in this language are hard to 

be rendered into English. They require the researcher and 
interested reader to understand German to an advanced de
gree which indicates that German has properties that can 
help to formulate notions and imperatives that are more re
fined in their original form than in a translated one. 

Furthermore, German belongs to the cultures that have 
helped decidedly to define our modern ways in mathemat
ics, the sciences, in technology, in many useful achievements 
in medicine, psychiatt-y, in means of transportahon (e.g. the 
car, even parts of t he first rocket to t he moon), and, and, and. 
Unfortunately, the German language may also can-ya stigma 
for the many cruel events that happened over the centuries 
in Germany and its surrounding countries, so that not only 
desirable experiences of mankind are capt ivated in this lan
guage. In US schools German ranks t11ird behind Spanish and 
French-and far ahead of presently popular languages such as 
Italian, Chinese or Japanese. Even though classical languages 
have shown a certain growth in students' interest in ·recent 
years, the numbers do not reach those of German as a field 
of study. Nonetheless foreign languages such as Spanish and, 
noticeably, German are on the decline in student enrollment 
in the United States, which reflects quite often that schools 
are more concerned with their economic wellbeing, e. g. in 
high graduation n umbers, thereby lowering the academi.c 
expectations and the bar of many formerly strict standards. 
That is especially noticeable in "hard" subjects such as mat11-
ematics and foreign languages. Whereas certain mathematics 
requisements must be upheld because of their applications in 
dai ly life, foreign languages are more easily dropped from the 
required curriculum- case closed! Obviously, CL has not fol
lowed such a policy for its regular inclusion of German texts 
and rather has offered help by adding an English translation. 
Clearly CL does not cater to students alone, on the contrary, a 
large number of its readers are adults- people aged in body, 
but still youthful and energetic in their mental ambit ions for 
learning and investigating- be t hat in English or in German. 

Translation can never be a word for word process as illus
trated by these examples, in English "water" to German "Was
sd' or "hydrogen bomb" to "Wasserstoffbombe" or "fun of driv
ing (a car)" to "Fahruergniigen". An idiom can become utter 
nonsense, for example "1 will keep my finger crossed for you" 
means absolutely nothing if translated directly into German: 
"]ch halte meine Finger fiir dich gekreuzt." Instead the Germans 
say: "!ch halte dir die Dawnen," which translates directly into 
t he meaningless, "I hold my thumbs for you." Ye t a number of 
language similarities as English and German derive from the 
same roots, can be evidenced in ce1t ain basic words such as: 

English: German: 
ox, oxen Ochse, Ochsen 
foot, feet Fu{), Fii{3e 
sing, sang, sung 
drink, drank, drunk 
one, two, t hree, fo ur, five 

sin.gen, sang, geszmgen 
trinken, trank, getmnken 
eins, zwei, drei, vier, fiinf 


